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Shift your ASS  



When you do any form of exercise your body releases endorphins into your

These are feel good chemicals which improve you overall mood and wellbeing. 

If you are feeling uptight or stressed, engaging in some form of exercise that 

Your mind and body can really benefit from that special kind of tiredness 

Any form of exercise can help reduce your risk of depression.

Improved sleep after a physical activity – this allows your mind to switch off, 

Being active can help your mind to think sharper and clearer.

Exercise increases your chances of living longer.

What are the benefits of exercise?

Mental & Emotional Wellbeing

       system. 

      you enjoy, this can reduce  or get rid of those stress levels.

      that you get from exercising.

      allowing you to drift off and enjoy a better sleep pattern.
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When we exercise it can improve our circulation, reducing the risk of heart  
 disease.

Exercise can lower your blood pressure.

Reduces your risk of some cancers.

As we get older there can be a risk of falling, however, a good exercise routine
can strengthen leg muscles and your balance. 

Exercising can aid in lowering your blood sugar levels, reducing your risk of
Type  2 diabetes.

Exercise can help you release your excess weight.

When you reach your goal weight, exercise helps to maintain your ideal, 
 weight, size and shape.

Physical Wellbeing
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Plan exercise into your daily routine.

Pick an exercise that you actually enjoy doing.

Buddy up with someone else, like friends or family.

Make your exercise fun. Listen to a podcast or music or if you’re on an exercise
back you watch a movie!

Change your exercise around, add variety, a combination of exercises if that is
what you enjoy.

Depending on the form of exercise you chose, be prepared for the weather 

Keep track of your progress. 

Set a realistic goal for yourself.

Make small changes, like getting off the bus one stop early, use the stairs
instead of the lift. 

Use every opportunity to exercise that you can in your day, like walk to the
shops instead of using your car.

You could consider joining an in person or online exercise group or class.

 How do I make exercise a part of my daily life?

      and also invest in the correct footwear.
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